
Migratory Farm Labor in the South’s Economy
The Need for Seasonal Workers Expands in Florida

The move from farm to city during the past decade, dis
cussed in the first article, involved mainly small farm 
operators and tenants and their families. Statistics show 
that very few hired workers left farms, and this is in part 
because the number of migratory workers was maintained 
and even increased in some areas. Migratory laborers are 
people who move about performing seasonal farm jobs, 
mainly harvesting perishable farm crops such as tomatoes, 
strawberries, and oranges. There are about 85,000 such 
workers employed each year on District farms. Their 
average annual earnings are under $700, less than half of 
the region’s per capita income. It is difficult to understand 
why these people are willing to work for such low wages 
when wages in general have risen strikingly in recent years. 
It is surprising too that such a large number of these 
workers should be employed in a farming system that is 
mechanizing at so rapid a pace. No doubt the explana
tions of these enigmas can be found if we look a little 
closer at migrant workers and their economic position.

The Migrant Worker

Characteristics The region’s migrant farm work force 
is largely made up of Negroes, most of whom were born 
and reared in the Southeast, and some Mexicans from the 
South Central states. As their name implies, migrants 
are always moving, seldom staying in one place longer 
than three or four months. Most of them are uneducated 
farm tenants who have been displaced by farm consolida
tion and mechanization. Because of this and because they 
have no skills other than farming, they have few alterna
tive uses for their labor.

Movement Patterns About 75 to 90 percent of all mi
grants employed on District farms find work in Florida. 
Because of the seasonal nature of producing the fruits and 
vegetables for which Florida is famous, a definite pattern 
of migration has been formed. The state’s crops mature 
in the winter, so migrants work there from October or 
November until April or May. When harvests are com
pleted, most of them move northward to North Carolina 
or Virginia to pick strawberries and beans. A little later 
they may move to New Jersey and New York to pick 
tomatoes and squash, and finally on to Maryland and 
Pennsylvania, where they end the season in September or
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October by harvesting apples. Then they return to Florida 
to begin the cycle again.

While this pattern is followed year after year by most 
migrant workers, there are those who live and work dur
ing the summer in Southeastern states and move to Florida 
to work during the winter. A few others find jobs for a 
short time each year in the strawberry fields of Louisiana 
and Tennessee.

Earnings Southern migrants earned an average of $644 
for their farm work in 1959, according to the United 
States Department of Agriculture. Since migrants are de
prived of the fringe benefits usually enjoyed by farm 
workers, those wages represent everything they got from 
the farm. One reason these earnings seem so low is be
cause migrants are not employed regularly. In 1959, 
Southern migrants worked only 120 days, on the average, 
partly because they spent much time traveling from job 
to job and partly because work was often unavailable. 
Migrants harvest crops that are generally delicate, and 
they can do so only when weather conditions are just 
right. Then too, time is often lost while crops are matur
ing.

Migratory W orkers in Florida
1958-60

Number of Workers
Home State 1958 1959 1960

Alabama 637 942 2,244
Arkansas 308 397 563
Florida 35,424 54,465 54,528
Georgia 753 867 563
Louisiana . . . 425
Mississippi 986 1,020 2,501
Missouri 83 54 482
New York 170 221 79
North Carolina 794 754 1,117
South Carolina 368 836
Tennessee 393 514 375
Texas 344 231 18
Other 96 118
Total 40,356 60,301* 63,013
* Some of the increase due to improved reporting.
S o u r c e :  Florida Annual Agricultural and Food Processing Report.
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The Market for Migratory Labor
Because migrants will work for low wages, their job op
portunities have persisted. Farmers have had little in
centive to substitute machinery for this low-cost hand 
labor. Unlike harvesting equipment that is expensive for 
farmers to keep up even when not in use, migrant work
ers cost the farmer nothing when unemployed. More 
often than not they live off the farm in migrant labor 
camps or nearby towns and are paid on a piecework 
basis for the jobs performed.

Perhaps a more fundamental reason the market for 
migrant labor has been maintained is that physical ob
stacles— some engineering, some botanical— prevent the 
mechanical harvesting of many crops. In the first place, 
most fruit and vegetables grown in the South are tender 
and easily bruised, and mechanizing the harvesting often 
means a sacrifice in the quality of the crop in question. 
Furthermore, most citrus and vegetables do not ripen 
evenly. This means they must be selectively harvested, and 
doing this with machines is particularly difficult.

In Florida soil characteristics often give the migrant 
worker an advantage over the machine. Much of the land 
used for growing sugar cane, for example, is mucky. Rain 
causes the cane to fall over in the row, preventing ma
chines from traversing the fields without damaging the 
cane. In addition to any economic and physical obstacles 
to mechanization that have helped migrants retain their 
jobs, the market for their labor has been protected and 
even increased in Florida by the vast expansion in the 
state’s sugar cane and citrus production. According to the 
Florida Employment Service, Florida's sugar cane acreage 
is expected to reach 100,000 acres this year, or three times 
the acreage two years ago. Although citrus production 
has not increased nearly so rapidly, the industry’s growth 
record in recent years has been quite impressive.

harvesters are grown in District states other than Florida.
Despite this need for workers in Florida, experts believe 

there is little prospect for much improvement in wages. 
According to a Florida Legislative Council, which investi
gated migratory labor practices in that state, other South
eastern states seem to have unlimited numbers of agricul
tural workers eager to find seasonal employment and will
ing to migrate. As the movement of people away from 
Southeastern farms continues during the next few years, 
the supply of such workers unable to find other jobs may 
remain large.

In the long run, however, the supply of migrants will 
probably diminish. There is evidence already that the level 
of education among migrants is increasing. A survey in 
New York of migrant workers, most of whom are South
ern, revealed that between 1953 and 1957 the median 
level of education of adult migrants rose about one-half 
a grade. It indicated also that migrant children stay in 
school longer now than they did a few years ago. As 
their educational level improves migrants will probably 
find more nonfarm job opportunities and obtain higher 
wages. At the same time, it is likely that farmers will 
eventually place more emphasis on developing adequate 
mechanical methods for harvesting their delicate crops 
than they have in the past.

Just how rapid the shift from migrant to mechanical 
harvesters will be is not certain. Nevertheless, the trend 
in farming is toward mechanization. It may be many years 
before the need for migrants diminishes significantly, but 
when it does and when the number of migrants willing to 
work under adverse conditions has been reduced, the 
District’s economy will be strengthened.
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The Sixth Federal Reserve District embraces a land area 
of 247,778 square miles. It is the fifth largest of the 
twelve Federal Reserve Districts and the largest east of 
the Mississippi River.

The door to the main vault at the Atlanta office weighs 
thirty tons.
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The Migrant's Economic Future
If gains in output of Florida’s sugar cane and citrus con
tinue, there may be an increase in the need for migrant 
workers in that state. A similar increase elsewhere in the 
District is not likely because few crops utilizing migrant
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